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Abstract-Dynamic finite versioning (DFV) schemes are an effective approach to concurrent transaction and query processing, 
where a finite number of consistent, but maybe slightly out-of-date, logicalsnapshots of the database can be dynamically derived for 
query access. In DFV, the storage overhead for keeping additional versions of changed data to support the logical snapshots and 
the amount of obsolescence faced by queries are two major performance issues. In this paper, we analyze the performance of DFV, 
with emphasis on the trade-offs between the storage cost and obsolescence We develop analytical models based on a renewal- 
process approximation to evaluate the performance of DFV using M t 2 snapshots. Asymptotic closed-form results for high query 
arrival rates are given for the case of two snapshots. Simulation is used to validate the analytical models and to evaluate the trade- 
offs between various strategies for advancing snapshots when M > 2. The results show that 1) the analytical models match closely 
with simulation; 2) both the storage cost and obsolescence are sensitive to the snapshot-advancing strategies, especially for M > 2 
snapshots; and 3) generally speaking, increasing the number of snapshots demonstrates a trade-off between storage overhead and 
query obsolescence. For cases with skewed access or low update rates, a moderate increase in the number of snapshots beyond 
two can substantially reduce the obsolescence, while the storage overhead may increase only slightly, or even decrease in some 
cases. Such a reduction in obsolescence is more significant as the coefficient of variation of the query length distribution becomes 
larger. Moreover, for very low update rates, a large number of snapshots can be used to reduce the obsolescence to almost zero 
without increasing the storage overhead. 

Index Terms-Multiple versions, transaction processing, concurrent transaction and query processing, analytical modeling, renewal 
process, two-moment approximation, and dynamic finite versioning. 

+ 
1 INTRODUCTION 

ONCURRENT transaction and query processing has be- C come increasingly important as more and more decision 
makers are depending on more up-to-the-minute informa- 
tion from their database systems [l]. In general, only trans- 
actions can update the database, while queries are read-only 
actions, which can support decision making. These queries 
tend to be ad hoc, take a long time to execute, and may not 
need to access the most up-to-date database. For example, a 
bank manager may want to know the current total balance of 
all the checking accounts while customers are concurrently 
making deposits/withdrawals to/from their accounts. For 
decision support, this ad hoc query can access slightly obso- 
lete data (say, a consistent database existed 10 minutes ago), 
and need not compete for account access with other ongoing 
update transactions initiated by customers. 
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In concurrent transaction and query processing, severe 
interference due to data contention may exist between 
transactions and queries if both are to access the same da- 
tabase through conventional concurrency control mecha- 
nisms, such as two-phase locking [2], [3] ,  [4]. Three alterna- 
tive approaches can be used to address this issue. The 
first approach compromises serializability for queries, 
while the other two approaches provide serializable execu- 
tion for them. One example of the first approach is the CUT- 
SOY stability used in IBMs DB2 [5] where the read locks are 
given up as the cursor moves from one page to the next, 
potentially causing queries to read inconsistent data. An- 
other example of compromising serializability is the notion 
of epsilon serializability where bounded inconsistency is 
allowed for queries [61, [71. 

The second approach maintains two physically separate 
databases, one for transaction and the other for queries [l]. 
Storage is doubled and extra costs are required to periodi- 
cally refresh data from the transaction database to the 
query database. As a result, queries may access a substan- 
tially obsolete database due to the potentially high costs 
associated with each refreshing. 

The third approach maintains multiple versions of a 
data item when it is updated, and is generally called multi- 
versioning [8], [9] (or transient versioning in [l]). Interference 
between transactions and queries can be eliminated or re- 
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duced. Typically, depending on the total number of ver- 
sions maintained for each data item 
versioning schemes can be further classified into two cate- 
gories: two versions and an unrestricted number of ver- 
sions. Two-version schemes [IO] reduce, but do not elimi- 
nate, interference because only one old version 
tained. On the other hand, at the expense of hig 
cost and complex version management, schemes main- 
taining an unrestricted number of versions can eliminate 
interference 1111, [41,~121,1131,1141, 1151. 

sion-management complexity, including garbage collec- 
tion, may become significant when an unrestricted num- 
ber of versions are maintained. Recently, different ver- 
sioning schemes have been proposed to address these 
problems by maintaining only a fixed number of versions 
[16], [17], [18], [19], [201. A general class of such version- 
ing schemes, referred to as dynamic finite versioning 
(DFV), which allows the STEAL policy by transactions 
[21]' and noninterfering snapshot advancements 
proposed to effectively support concurrent transaction 
and query processing [19]. 

In DFV, transactions access the most up-to-date data in 
the database, and at least two consistent logical database 
snapshots, called query snapshots (QSs) ,  are dynamically 
maintained for query access. A concurrency control 
mechanism, such as two-phase locking, is assumed to 
maintain a serializable order for different transactions. 
However, there is no synchronization between transac- 
tions and queries, or among different queries. Any read- 
only transaction that requires the most up-to-date infor- 
mation can access the database through the concurrency 
control mechanism. Taking a snapshot in DFV only cap- 
tures the updates from the most recently committed 
transactions since the last snapshot; it does not physically 
copy the entire database. The updates reflected in each 
snapshot determine the storage overhead. In general, que- 
ries read more recent data if more snapshots are main- 
tained. However, depending on the workload environ- 
ment, there can be a trade-off between the average storage 
overhead and query obsolescence, a measure of how out- 
of-date the data that a query reads are. 

In this paper, we develop analytical models to evaluate 
the effectiveness of DFV, with emphasis on understand- 
ing the trade-offs between the average storage overhead 
and query obsolescence. In the case of two query snap- 
shots, we derive an approximation for the intersnapshot 
interval using a distribution based on the mean value of 
this interval (a one-moment approximation). The process 
of snapshot advances is then modeled approximately as a 
renewal process, and formulae are derived for the 
storage cost, mean obsolescence and the mean num 
updates missed by a query. Closed-form asymptotic re- 
sults are given for these performance measures when the 
query arrival rates are high. In the case of more than two 

However, the increases in storage overhead and 

1. In the STEAL policy [Zl], dirty pages updated by active transactions in 
the buffer are allowed to be written back into the databa 
of-transaction (EOT) statement On the other hand, 
icy, dirty pages updated by a transaction must be 
written back to the database on disk until the transaction commits 

we approximate the inter-snapshot interval 
tribution based on both the mean and the vari- 

o moments. 

t advance process is 
o derive the values of 
n is used to validate 

the analytical models and to examine the trade-offs 
among different strategies for advancing query snapshots 
when a large number of QSs are used. The results show 
that the analytical models match closely with simulation, 
and both the storage overh 
sensitive to the QS-advanc 
M > 2 QSs. Contrary to conventional wisdom, we found 
that increasing the number of snapshots to reduce obso- 
lescence may not increase the storage cost. The study 
shows various factors affecting the appropriate number of 
snapshots to choose. 

paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de- 
DEV schemes, with emphasis on the snapshot ad- 

vance mechanisms, and the performance issues studied in 
paper. In Section 3, re presented. 
idation of the analytical results performance 

evaluation of various snapshot-advance policies and the 
trade-offs between storage cost and obsolescence are then 
presented in Section 4. 

moments, and the 

2 DYNAMIC FINITE VER 
In this section, we present a brief description of the DFV 
schemes and some of the issues we investig 
this paper. More details concerning other 
issues, such as storage management and version identifica- 
tion, can be found in [19]. In DFV, a finite number of logical 
versions for each page is dynamically maintained. Note 
that it is the distinct, physical versions of each page that 
determine the storage overhead, not the logical ones. From 
these versions, up to M consistent database snapshots can 
be derived for queries to read, and the most up-to-date data 
in the database are available for transactions to access 
without lock contention from queries. 

2.1 DFVs with Two Snaps 
For simplicity, we start by assuming that the non-STEAL 
policy is used, i.e., uncommitted updates are not allowed to 
be written into the database, and descr 
logical snapshots, QS,, the old snapsho 
cent one. (DFV schemes that can handle the STEAL policy 
are presented later in Section 2.3.) Each logical snapshot QS,, i 
= 0 or 1, consists of a time-stamp t ,  (representing the time 
QS, was taken), a list QL, of active queries accessing the 
snapshot, and the latest updates committed since the pre- 
vious snapshot. Besides the two logical snapshot versions, 
the updates committed since the most recent snapshot are 
separately maintained for transaction access. Thus, trans- 
actions may access the latest data without contention from 
queries. These newly committed updates may 
of a new snapshot, which may be taken at any 
quiescing any transaction or query. 
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Traditional 
multiversioning 

QO A0 

Qi A2 

Q2 A4 

Q 3  A6 

Arriving queries access the recent snapshot QS,, and join 
the active query list QL,. When a query completes, it is re- 
moved from the active query list of its snapshot. When the 
last query accessing the old snapshot Q S ,  completes, a 
query snapshot advancement (QS-advance) can be trig- 
gered as follows: 

QS, t QS, ; QS, t new snapshot. 

The active queries that arrived before this QS-advance, 
and were accessing QS,  continue to access the same 
snapshot, which is now QS,. These still-active queries form 
the new QL,. The next QS-advance will take place when the 
last of these completes. However, what if there were no 
active queries accessing QS, before a snapshot advance? 
Since the new QL, starts empty, there will be no comple- 
tions to trigger the next snapshot advance. As a result, we 
insert a "system-scheduled" snapshot advance at time A in 
the future. 

As an example, Fig. 1 shows a scenario for a query snap- 
shot advance, a version history of a page and the different 
versions that queries will access. Different versions of page 
A, denoted by AO, . , ., A6, were created at different times. 
Two snapshots with timestamps of to and t,, respectively, 
are maintained. Q,, . . ., Q3 denote different queries, starting 
at different times. Qo was started after to but before A1 was 
created; Q, and Q2 both were started after t ,  but at different 
times. In DFV, queries Q, and Q2 both read version Al .  
However, they would have access A 2  and A4, respectively, 
in a traditional multiversioning approach. In DFV, a QS- 
advance is automatically initiated at the instant when all 
active queries accessing the old snapshot is completed. 
Compared with traditional multiversioning schemes in 
which the entire version history may have to be maintained 
for potential query access (unrestricted number of versions), 
DFV only keeps three versions (those marked with a circle), 
and allows query snapshots to advance automatically. Note 
that we do not include the uncommitted version in Fig. 1. 

Dynamic finite 
versioning 

A0 

A I  

A1 
A5 

Version History: 

2.2 Major Issues with More Than Two Snapshots 
The two-snapshot DFV can be easily extended to use more 
than two snapshots. The simplest extension is to keep M 

snapshots QS,, QS,, ..., QSM-1, where QS, is the oldest 
snapshot, QS, the next oldest, and so on, and to trigger a 
snapshot advance when the last active query accessing QS, 
completes. This can be described as follows: 

for j = 0 to M - 2{QS, t QS,,,) 
QSM-1 t new snapshot. 

It is clear that using more snapshots reduces the obsoles- 
cence in the data seen by queries. For instance, if a snapshot 
were taken immediately after every query arrival, queries 
would always see the most up-to-date data, and there 
would be no obsolescence. However, this is at the expense 
of a higher storage overhead, since more of the committed 
updates would be stored in the snapshots. This trade-off is 
important, especially in determining the optimal number of 
snapshots to be kept, and we shall examine it in the fol- 
lowing sections. 

There are several ways of controlling the snapshot ad- 
vance process other than the simple one described above. 
In a different completion-triggered approach, a snapshot 
advance could take place whenever any one of the QL, 
becomes empty upon a query completion. We call this the 
"completion-triggered, any QL, empty" policy. Besides, at 
the time when a query completes, a new snapshot can be 
taken at the moment when a query arrives. In an arrival- 
triggered policy, a snapshot advance takes place when- 
ever an arriving query finds a QL, empty; thus, such a 
query sees no obsolescence. A generalization of this ap- 
proach is to allow a snapshot to advance only if there 
have been at least K 2 1 queries accessing QS,-, and there 
is some empty QL, upon a query arrival. While the above 
simple case is our base case, we also explore the varia- 
tions described here. 

2.3 DFVs with STEAL Policy 
If the STEAL policy is allowed, it is possible that there are 
uncommitted page versions in the database. With the exis- 
tence of uncommitted versions potentially scattered around 
in the database, it can be difficult to efficiently establish a 
transaction-consistent logical snapshot at any moment 
without quiescing the transaction processing. 

In DFV, a unique design is provided so that the STEAL 
policy is allowed and a logical snapshot can be taken effi- 
ciently at any time [19]. To facilitate the non-interfering 
snapshot-taking, associated with each physical version of 
a page are two variables: t id,  transaction identifier up- 
dating this page, and tu the time when the page is up- 
dated. In addition, a list AcTL, of currently active transac- 
tions is kept. When a transaction is started, its unique 
identifier tid is stored into AcTL,, and is removed from 
AcTL, when it is committed. Removing a tid from AcTL, is 
equivalent to implicitly making the uncommitted version 
into the latest committed version. Taking a logical, con- 
sistent snapshot now becomes as simple as making a copy 
of AcTL, and recording the current time. Thus the action 
of a QS-advance in DFV with two snapshots can be ac- 
complished as follows: 

QL, t Qb; AcTL, t AcTL,; to t t,; 
QL, t empty; ACTL, t ACTL,; t l  t current time, 
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where AcTL,, z = 0 or 1, is the list of active transactions at 
time t,. Notice that the manipulation of these data struc- 
tures is the only action required for a QS-advance and is 
done without any disk access to the database; no quiescing 
of either the transaction or query processing is required. 

When a transaction writes to a page in the database, it 
does not overwrite the latest committed version of the page 
with the new data. Instead it creates a new version by 
overwriting an old version, if available, that is not a snap- 
shot version [19]. However, an uncommitted version of a 
page can be written multiple times by the same transaction. 

Together with t, and AcTL,, variables tid and tu are also 
used to identify correct snapshot versions for query access. 
Since its tid is removed from AcTL,, but not from AcTL, or 
AcTL,, when a transaction is committed, the recent snap- 
shot version of a page is the latest version with tu < t,, 
tzd P ACTL, , and tzd @ ACTL,, which represents the latest 
version committed before t,. Similarly, the old snapshot 
version of a page is the latest version with tu < to, 
%id P ACTL,, and tid @ ACTL,, representing the latest ver- 
sion committed before t ,  [19]. 

Notice that, besides the two logical snapshot versions, 
only the latest committed and uncommitted versions since 
the most recent snapshot are kept; intermediate versions cre- 
ated are automatically discarded through transaction over- 
writes, thus reducing the storage cost. Moreover, since trans- 
action execution times are short, our simulation showed that 
the storage overhead for the uncommitted versions is negli- 
gible. Namely, the impact of the STEAL policy on storage 
overhead is negligible. Thus, in the following analyses of 
storage cost, we only focus on the committed versions. 

3 ANALYTICAL MODELING 
We construct analytical models of DFVs, primarily for the 
completion triggered case. Let us begin by defining more 
precisely the model we employ. 

We assume that the system supports a maximum of M 
snapshots at a time. Update transactions for a page P ar- 
rive independently of queries according to a Poisson 
process with rate h,. Queries are assumed to arrive ac- 
cording to a Poisson process with rate h,, and the time to 
service a query is exponentially distributed with mean 
1 /,U, all queries being served independently with no limit 
on the number that can be served simultaneously. (In 
practice there may be some restrictions on the number of 
queries served simultane ly due to limitations on re- 
sources other than stora pacity. However, we ignore 
these for two reasons: 

1) we are primarily trying to model the effects of storage 
capacity limitations and DFV policies, and 

2) so long as these limitations are not severe, the delay 
before a query begins execution would be small com- 
pared with query execution time, and hence a Poisson 
process arrival model is still reasonable. 

We consider query length distributions other than expo- 
nential in Section 4.2.4 using simulation.) 

Let 

QS, ( t )  = the jth query snapshot at time t 
T, E time of the zth snapshot advance 
y, = r, -T,-, 

NQ, ( t )  = number of queries accessing QS, at time t 

N, = NQ,(T, +). 
Recall that there are M snapshots QS,(t), QS,(t), . . ., QSM- 

,(t) with QS,(t) the earliest snapshot 
we drop the argument t when the t rence is obvi- 
ous. In our base system, a snapsh 
whenever the last query accessing QS, completes. However, 
if the active query list of Q S ,  immediately after a snapshot 
advance is empty, there are no completions to trigger a snap- 
shot advance, and we must insert a "system-scheduled 
snapshot advance at time T, + 4+,. The value of 
significant effect on system performance, as we 

The performance metrics of interest measure the obso- 
lescence in the data seen by queries and the number of ver- 
sions stored per page. For simplicity, we shall only consider 
a single page P, and later show how to scale the results 
over the entire database. Let NCopies(t) denote the number 
of copies of P needed at time t .  Then the mean number of 
versions of P that must be stored is 

1 t  
lim - NCopies( x)dx . 
t i -  t J-0 

The obsolescence of P seen by a query Q arriving at time t 
E (TI,  T,,,) is Tu - T,, where Tu is the time of the last update 
to P between T, and t (see Fig. 2). If there are no updates 
in this interval, the obsolescence is zero. Another measure 
of obsolescence is the number of updates to P missed by 
Q, that is, the number of updates to P that arrive in (T,, t ) .  

Q 

I 

solescen missed updates = 3 

Q 

obsolescence = 0 missed updates = 0 

Fig. 2. Obsolescence and updates missed. 

Let us consider first the case M = 2, because it is both im- 
portant and relatively simple. We construct a one-moment 
approximation for the intersnapshot times Y,. We shall then 
deduce the mean values of the performance metrics by ap- 
proximating the process To, T,, . . . as a renewal process. 
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The number N(T, + t )  of queries active in the current 
snapshot between snapshot-advance times T, and TI+,, can 
be modeled as a birth-death process with a fixed arrival 
rate A, and death rates ,uJ = j p  (see Fig. 31, starting in state 
zero. This process is well known as the Telephone- 
Trunking process, or the M/M/m queue, and it can be 
shown that N(T, + t )  has a Poisson distribution with mean 
h,(l - e-")/p (see [22, Eq. 7.91, [23, page 2911). This moti- 
vates the one-moment approximation: 

N, = NQo(T, +) = NQ,(T, -) 
Poisson with mean p, = A q ( l  - e-W1)/,u.  

Fig. 3. Telephone trunking process. 

Since the query service times are exponentially distrib- 
uted, we may ignore the service already received by the 
queries at time T,, and the remaining service times are dis- 
tributed exponentially with mean 1 /p.  Let R,, R,, . . . denote 
the remaining service times of the queries, so that the 
length of the next inter-snapshot time is 

max(Rl, X,, . . . , RN,) if N, > 0 
if N, = 0. U,+, = 

Pr[Y,+, < t] = Pr[Y,+, < t A N, = k] 
k 

= Pr[N, = O]PY[A,+, < t] 

+ C P r [ N ,  = k]Pr[R, < t]Pr[X, < t] ... Pu[& < t ]  
k>O 

= Pr[N, = O]Pr[A,+, < t ]  + C Pr[N, = k](l - e-''), 

(2) 

k>O 

- Pr[N, = O]Pr[A,+, > t] 

= exp(-p,e-pt) - ePiPT[A,+, > t ] .  (3)  

= E@,) + ln(p,) + + e-PIEIAi+,] (4) 

where E, is the exponential-integral function and yis Euler's 
constant (see [24]). 

As i + 00, assuming a stationary state is achieved, 

Y, = Yt+1 = E+,) + + Y + e-P'EIA.,+l] 

where p, = A,[l - e-pyl)/ ,u. (5) 

For each choice of A,, this gives us an equation in yI.  The 
equation is transcendental, and thus not amenable to exact 
solution; however, it is easy to solve numerically. 

3.1.1 Calculating the Performance Measures 
To compute the performance measures, we approximate 
the inter-snapshot intervals Yo, Y,, . . . as independent 
random variables identically distributed according to (2) 
using the stationary value of y,; let Y = lim,+= Y, and 
y = E[Yl = lim,+- y,. 

The average number of versions stored per page is 
given by 6" NCopies(t)dt 

x)dx = lim 
IC',=, ?+I 

,+CC 

E[  J;+' NCopies(t)dt] 
= lim . (6) 

Besides the copy of a page P in the database, one addi- 
tional copy of P is stored in QS, if there was an update to P 
in the interval between the snapshots QS, and QS,, and yet 
another if there was an update after QS, was taken. Thus, at 
time t E (TI, TI+,), the number of copies is 

NCopies(t) = 1 + l(update in (q-,,T,)) + l(update in (TI, t ) )  (7) 

where the indicator function l(e) is one if e is true and zero 
otherwise. From (71, 

I + -  E[Y,+lI 

Substituting in (6), 

lim - 1 t  NCopies(x)dx = 3 - - - [ 1 - - a~y)E[e-".']. (8) 
t+- t I, 4 l Y  

Using the distribution (2) and simplifying, we find 

in terms of the incomplete gamma function r p  (see [241, 
[25, p. 1671). 

The number of updates missed by a query (see Fig. 2) 
that arrives c seconds after the last snapshot is distributed 
as a Poisson random variable with mean Ac. We must, 
therefore, look at the distribution of the "current life" C of a 
snapshot, or the time elapsed since the last snapshot ad- 
vance. Since we have assumed Yo, Y,, ... to be independent 
and identicallv distributed, IT,, T,, ... 1 forms a renewal 
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process, and therefore the distribution of current life is 
given by (see [26, Sec. 5.61) 

1 t  

Y O  
Fc( t )  Pr[C < t ]  = -J (Pr[Y > x])dx (11) 

fc(t) = F , ( t )  = Pr[Y > t]/y. (12) 

Using this, the expected value of a function of C can be ex- 
pressed directly in terms of the expected value of a function 
of Y 

Thus, the mean current life is 

E[C] = E[Y2]/2y 

(13) 

(14) 
J 

and the mean number of updates missed is 

E[updates missed] = 2 a 2 [ y + ?I. (15) 
- \  ” j  

The obsolescence seen by a query is the time interval 
between the latest snapshot and the last update after 
that, if any (see Fig. 2). Suppose a query arrives at time 
T, + C < and the updates in this period occur at 
T, + U,, T, + U,, ..., TI + U,. Since the arrival process of 
up-dates is Poisson, a well known theorem (see 126, Theo- 
rem 2.31) tells us that the joint distribution of U,, U,, ..., 

Ur is the same as that of a sequence of independent 
random variables U;, U;,  . . . , U; distributed unzformly 
in (0, C), and then sorted. Thus the mean obsoles- 
cence is given by 

U,, U,, . . . , UJj] = E[max(Ui, U;, . . .,U;)] 

The current life C is distributed according to (11) and 
mean value is given by (14). 

= E, [ 1. 
Using (131, 

E [  e-auc] = (1 - E[ e - a u y ] ) ~ u y  . (17) 

Combining (14), (15), (16), (17) we have 

E[Y] Var[Y] 1 1 - E[e-”.’] 
E[obsolescence] = ~ + - - - . (18) 

2E[Y] 1, + iL’,E[Y] 

The expectation E[e-auY] was computed in (lo), and our 
derivation of the mean obsolescence is complete. 

When the arrival rate of queries Aq becomes large compared 
to the service rate p, e-pz goes to zero, and the distribution (3) 
of intersnapshot times approaches an Extreme Value distri- 
bution, also known as a Gumbel distribution; see [25], [27]. 

P ~ I Y  < t1+ exp(-p,e-9. (19) 
The corresponding mean and variance are 

1 
P 

E[Y] = -(in p, + y) where y is Euler’ s constant 

2 n 
Var[Y] = 2. (21) 

6P 
The difficult-looking (20) is really a quadratic equation 

in disguise: 

,d’(e@[y1)2 - /l,(e@’”) + = 0. 
One of the two roots of this equation can be eliminated be- 
cause it is a decreasing function of A,, wh 

These asymptotic values are matched wei 
(see Fig. 4). As (22) and (21) indicate, the mean inter-snapshot 
time E[Y] increases without bound with Aq; however, the vari- 
ance is bounded for fixed p. The probability distribution func- 
tion of Y is thus sharply spiked around the mean when Ay is 
large; this further justifies the approximation (1). 

In order to compute the asymptotic values of the per- 
formance metrics, we need, other than the the mean and 
variance of Y given above, the following expectation: 
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This follows from (10) by letting p + 00, or directly from the 
Laplace transform of the Extreme value distribution. 

Substituting the expected values (20), (211, (22), (23) in 
(8), (15), and (18) for the mean number of versions, up- 
dates missed and query obsolescence respectively imme- 
diately yields the values of these measures in terms of the 
model parameters A,, 4, and ,U. Comparison with simula- 
tion results (see Figs. 4 and 5) indicates that the asymp- 
totic results are a good approximation when the rate of 
arrival of queries Aq is high compared to the service rate ,U 

(say, A, > 4 , ~ ) .  

- 
- - - - - - e - @ - - -  i, 
- 0 

- 

0 - - -  Asymptote 
- 

- 0 0 Simulation 
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1 I I I 
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1.28 
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o Simulation 
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Fig. 4. Mean intersnapshot times for varying ,Iq (Mean query length = 
500 sec, A = 0.97* average snapshot interval). 
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Fig. 5. Mean versionslpage and obsolescence for varying hq (Mean 
query length = 500 sec, A = 0.97* average snapshot interval). 

3.3 The Case of Multiple Snapshots 
3ur basic analytic approach in the case of M > 2 snap- 
;hots is conceptually similar to that in the case of two 
jnapshots, although the details are different. The basic 
dea is to estimate the mean and variance of an inter- 
Snapshot interval Yt+M-l in terms of the means and vari- 
mces of the preceding M - 1 intersnapshot intervals 
Y,, ..., Y,+M-2. At steady state, the distributions of all the 
ntersnapshot intervals are equal; hence, this yields equa- 
ions for the stationary mean and variance of the inter- 
mapshot interval. Once these moments are available, we 
:an apply a renewal process approximation as in Section 
1.1 to estimate the performance metrics. 

To understand this better, refer to Fig. 6, which shows 
i smoothed sample path for the number of queries pend- 
ng against the query snapshot taken at time T,-.l. This 

+ y r A  
T,,., 

Fig. 6. Queries pending against Query snapshot taken at T,, 
(smoothed). 

kyI-y+ 
TI 1 TI TIC1 

number increases until time TI, when another snapshot is 
taken, and queries which arrive later are run against the 
newer snapshot. The number of queries at this time TI is 
denoted L,. The number of queries pending against this 
snapshot decreases as queries are completed. At time 
Tl+n/r-2, this snapshot becomes the oldest snapshot, and the 
number of queries pending against it is Nl+M--2. The length 
of time until the next snapshot is taken is Yl+M-l, and it 
depends on Nl+M-2: if this number is zero, then the next 
snapshot is taken after time A1+M-1, else when all the Nl+M-2 
queries complete. 
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We proceed as follows to estimate the mean and vari- (27) 
ance of Y7+M-l: 

1) We estimate the mean and variance of L, in terms of 

2) We estimate the mean and variance 

3) We estimate the mean and variance 

3.3.2 Estimating N,+~-* 
The snapshot taken at time 
snapshot at 
this time number Nl+M-2. Let 

the mean and variance of Y,. 

of the means and variances of L,, Yl+l, 

of the mean and variance of 
steady state, we set equal the correspond- 

ing moments of Ylp1,..., Yl+M-l; this gives a set of 
equations which can be solved for these moments. 

and the queries in it 

Clearly the As are identically distributed. Then 

3.3.1 Estimating L, 
As we shall see later, to estimate L, and Nl+M-2 requires not 
only the mean and variance of Y,, but the entire distribution. 
We therefore choose to approximate the stationary distribu- 
tion of inter-snapshot times Y with a gamma distribution of 
the same mean and variance. A gamma random variable X 
with parameters A > 0 and a> 0 is a positive random variable 
with mean a/A, variance a/A2, probability distribution 
function 

which has the Laplace transform 

This distribution was chosen because it can appr 
extremely wide variety of distributions from 
(by setting a = 1) to normal (by taking a large) and is rea- 
sonably tractable analytically. Note that only the form of 
the distribution is approximated here; the moments will 
come from the analysis. Let 

L, 3 PM-1 U,-) 
denote the number of active queries accessing QS,, just be- 
fore the ith snapshot advance. We assume that the system has 
achieved stationary state. As in the case M = 2, this can be 

= AI + A, + ... AL, 

EINl+M-21 = E[AI EIL,l 

VLW[N,+~_,] = E [ A ] 2 V a ~ [ L l ]  + E 

The mean and variance equations above are standard for 
random sums ically distributed variables; 

n as Walds equati 1261, 1281). 
rvice time of the queries is exponen- 

tially distributed, 

Var[A] = E[A'] - E[A]' = E[A] - E[A]* 

( M - 2 ) n  

Equations (25)-(31) give us the mean and variance of 
in terms of ;1 and a. Since we have assumed the system to 
be in steady state at TI, these give us the stationary mean 
and variance of N .  

the Moments of modeled as a Birth-Death process with birth rates 2, and death 
rates ,q = jp, and if the inter-snapshot interval was t, then L, is a 
Poisson random variable with mean Aq(l - eCP)/p. Thus, 

3 3 
For p, which is to 
variance of YI+M-l, we find th 
mean and variance, but the entire distribution of N7+M-2. 
We choose to approximate the distribution of Nl+M-2. by 
a Negative Binomial (Pascal stribution with the pa- 
rameters ,8 > 0, 0 < p < 1 and q = l - 
able N so distributed has the mean 
q / p 2 ,  probability mass function 

E[ L:] = E 4 (1 - e?Ly, [a 
A Negative Binomia 
gamma distribution, and approximates a large variety oj 

ete distributions from Geometric (by setting ,8 = 1) tc and, 
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Poisson (by taking plarge). The values of p ,  q, and pare cho- 
sen so that the mean and variance of this distribution match 
the mean and variance of previously computed: 

1 t  
lim NCopies(x)dx 
t+- J o  

The mean number of updates missed is given by (15): 

E[missed updates] = 2 

Therefore, 

E[Y+M-*] = p PY[Y+M-l > tldt 

Again we are faced with integrals without a simple closed 
form; however they are easy to evaluate numerically. We 
may then determine aand  A in terms of these: 

a =  E [  Y+M-l]  ; a =  ‘[%+M-,]2 (33) 
Var[x+M-l] v a y [ ~ + M - l ] .  

Equations (32) and (33) give us a system of simulta- 
neous equations in p ,  q, p, a, and A. While there is no 
simple solution for these that is apparent, they can usu- 
ally be solved quite rapidly using a fixed-point method. 
(In most cases where we chose A, with a fixed distribu- 
tion, the method converged to a 0.1% accuracy within 
five iterations.) 

3.3.4 Calculating the Performance Measures 
Once the values of a and ;1 have been found it is easy to 
determine the mean values of our performance measures. 
As in the last section, it is assumed that Yo, Y1, ... are i.i.d. 
random variables, in this case distributed according to the 
gamma distribution with parameters A and a. 

The number of versions stored per page is given by (6) 
of the the last section. The number of copies at time t E 

(Ti, Ti+,) is 
M-1 

NCopies(t) = 1 + l(update in (T-l ,  q-l+l)) + l(update in (q ,  t)). 
1 ,  

Substituting in (6) and simplifying, the mean number of 
versions stored is 

L / L  

The mean obsolescence is given by (18): 

E[Y] Var[Y] 1 l-E[e-a’.Y] 
E[obsolescence] = - + - - - + 

2 2E[Y] 1, iC’,E[Y] 

4 VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In this section, we present a validation of the approxima- 
tions made in the solutions of our analytical models by 
comparing the analytical results with simulation data. We 
analyze the performance of DFV with two or more snap- 
shots by examining the trade-offs between storage cost and 
obsolescence. Finally, we explore other completion- 
triggered and arrival-triggered QS-advance policies. 

4.1 DFV with Two QSs 
This section presents the performance analyses of DFV using 
only two QSs. In both analysis and simulation, we assumed 
that the QS-advance strategy is the base case; i.e., completion- 
triggered, only QL, empty. The A chosen for the system- 
scheduled QS-advance is 0.97 x the average snapshot interval. 
The reason for choosing 0.97 will be explained in Section 4.2. 
Additionally, we assumed that queries access the entire data- 
base uniformly, but transactions access the database following 
a q4 - wskew rule: A fraction q4 of transaction updates goes to a 
fraction yof the database; i.e., most of the updates go to the hot 
set which contains a small portion of the database, while only a 
small fraction of the updates go to the cold set containing the 
majority of the database. Within each set, the access is assumed 
to be uniformly distributed. The total database size is 1OOK 
pages; each transaction accesses 10 pages, and each access has 
a 20% chance of being an update. The effective update rate to a 
page in each set of data was calculated; separate analyses and 
simulations were carried out for a page in each set. The 
weighted average of these two analyses (simulations) gives the 
average storage overhead per page for the overall database, the 
mean query obsolescence and the mean number of updates 
missed by a query. The obsolescence is normalized by dividing 
it with the mean query length. We will show the storage over- 
head and query obsolescence for the hot set, the cold set and 
the overall database separately in some figures. 
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In the entire study, we examined many parameter values 
in both analysis and simulation. The accuracy of the ana- 
lytical models and the trend of performance trade-offs held 
true for all the parameter values studied. However, in this 
paper, unless otherwise mentioned, we chose the defaults for 
query arrival rate, transaction arrival rate to the system, mean 
query length, and - vto  be 0.2,50,500, and 90% - 5%, re- 
spectively. This yields an update rate to each hot-set page 
of 0.018 updates/sec. Note that the default query arrival 
rate is much smaller than the default transaction arrival 
rate since ad hoc queries in general require a large number 
of reads and are much longer than update transactions. 

Since the average snapshot interval is the basis for our 
analysis, we first show the effect of query arrival rate on the 
average snapshot interval. Fig. 7 shows the average snapshot 
interval for two different mean query lengths: 500 and 1,000 
seconds. The average snapshot interval increases with query 
arrival rate and mean query length. Both simulation and 
analysis results are presented. The analysis matches very 
closely with simulation. The simulations in this paper were 
controlled by the accuracy of the average snapshot interval; 
for each simulation, the width of the 95% confidence interval 
of the average snapshot interval is 5 1% of the point estimate. 

1,000 % 
0 05 0 10 0 15 0 20 0 25 0 30 

Query arrival rate 
Fig 7 Effect of query arrival rate on average snapshot interval (a q.1 = 
average query length) 

Figs. 8 and 9 show the effect of query arrival rate on 
the average number of versions per page. Notice that the 
actual storage overhead per page due to DFV is the aver- 
age number of versions minus one. In Fig. 8, the weighted 
averages for the overall database are shown for three dif- 
ferent transaction arrival rates: 10, 30, and 50 transac- 
tions/sec. In Fig. 9, the average for the hot set and the 
cold set are displayed for the case of 50 transactions/sec. 
Both simulation and analysis results are shown in these 
two figures, and they match closely. When the transaction 
update rates are high, as indicated by the curve for the 
hot set in Fig. 9, the storage overhead can be quite sub- 
stantial, close to the worst case scenario where three cop- 
ies are maintained for each page. For cases with skewed 
access or low transaction update rates, the storage cost is 
low to moderate and increases with transaction arrival 
rate, but it saturates quickly with the increase in query 

Average no. of versions 
I C ,  
'." I 

. _ I  I 

. . -  

t a r .  = I O  
A - A 

1.1 I I I I I I 

0.05 0 10 0.15 0 20 0 25 0 30 

Query arrival rate 
Fig. 8. Effect of query arrival rate on the average number of versions 
(t.a.r = transaction arrival rate). 

Average no. of versions 
3.5 

overall 

cold set 
-0 fi fi- - -.o 

I I I I I 

0.05 0 10 0 15 0 20 0 25 0 30 

Query arrival rate 
Fig. 9. Average number of versions for the hot set and the cold set, 
when t a.r. = 50 

arrival rate. Generally, the longer the snapshot time, the 
more likely it is that a newly committed version will be 
created before a snapshot, resulting in higher storage 
overhead. 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the obsolescence, and Fig. 12 illus- 
trates the number of updates missed by a query. Again, the 
analysis results match almost exactly with simulation. As 
with the storage overhead, the obsolescence and the num- 
ber of updates missed increase with the transaction update 
rate. Since these two measures are quite similar, we show 
only the obsolescence in the remainder of the paper. 

2 Trade-offs Among QS-Advance Strategies 
This section shows the design trade-offs among different 
strategies for advancing query snapshots when the num- 
ber of QSs used is larger than 2. Before going into the 
trade-offs, we validate the analytical models by demon- 
strating both analysis and simulation results on the aver- 
age snapshot interval for two different query arrival rates 
2,s. As Fig. 13 indicates, the analytical model for more 
than two QSs also matches accurately with simulation. As 
we expect, when M increases, the average snapshot inter- 
val decreases. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of query arrival rate on the ratio of obsolescence over 
mean query length. 
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4.2.1 The Effect of A 
We first show the effect of different choices of A on the stor- 
age overhead and query obsolescence. Figs. 14 and 15 show 
the average storage cost and query obsolescence, respec- 
tively, for different Ms using the base strategy to schedule 
the QS-advance. We assumed that A = k x the average snap- 
shot interval, and examined two different ks: 0.97 and 0.50. In 
the simulation, we chose each A, according to an exponential 

0 3  
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0.1 

Average snapshot interval 
3,000 I 

- 

- 

A = 0.5 * a.s.i. 

- A = 0.97 * a.s.i. '';'---- ..___ 0 < 
---._ --Q-------...--...-L 

S 2 .  Ana. Sim. Ana. 
...... 0 _ _ - .  

2,500 

I I L 

995 
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Number of QS's used 

Fig. 13. Average snapshot interval for different Aq (q.a.r. = query arrival 
rate, la). 
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Fig. 14. Effect of A on the storage overhead (a.s.i. = average snapshot 
interval). 
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0'4 I? 

011 I , I I 
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Fig. 15. Effect of A on query obsolescence ( a m .  = average snapshot 
interval). 

distribution with mean equal to the average query length 
divided by M - 1 for the initial 100 snapshot advances. After 
that, each A, was chosen to be the average of all the previous 
snapshot intervals. Both simulation and analysis results are 
shown in these two figures, and they too match closely. From 
these two figures, we observe the general trend of the trade- 
off between storage cost and auerv obsolescence. and the 

0 I - '  
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Fig. 16. Impact of skew on storage overhead. 
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Fig. 17. Impact of skew on query obsolescence 

sensitivity of both to different As, as M becomes large. Also 
illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 is the fact that when M increases 
beyond a certain number, the rate of improvement in query 
obsolescence diminishes even though the storage cost in- 
creases at almost the same rate. We also examined the effect 
of the distribution of A. Two cases were considered: constant 
and with an exponential distribution, and the results showed 
that the difference is negligible. 

In the study, if k 2 1, we found that the simulation may 
not converge for small query arrival rates, Aq. For moderate 
to large Ay, however, k can be 2 1. This is because when A, is 
small, QL, is likely to be empty before a QS-advance; there- 
fore, As become dominant in the computation of the aver- 
age snapshot interval. Thus, if A, is very small and we 
choose k = 1, then the average snapshot length is approxi- 
mately determined by A,, the initial value for A, and if we 
choose k > 1, then the average snapshot length may in- 
crease without bound. In this paper, we chose a k that is < 
1. Trial and error showed that k = 0.97 yields the lowest 
obsolescence, and hence this value was used in most cases. 

4.2.2 The Effect of Skew 
To further validate the analytical models developed in Section 
3, we show both analysis and simulation results on the effect of 
skew. (For the method used to obtain the analysis an 
tion results for the skewed cases, please see Section 4. 
and 17 show three different cases of skew. In general, the more 

Freauencv 
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0.4 
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0 2  

0 1  

0 
QSO QS1 QS2 QS3 QS4 QS5 QS6 QS7 S S  

Trigger 

Fig. 18. Frequency of QS-advance by each QL,‘s becoming empty 
(S S = system scheduled). 

skewed the access, the better the performance is in average 
storage overhead and query obsolescence. 

4.2.3 The €ffect of Blocking 
The completion-triggered strategy discussed so far has a 
blocking effect: when a QL,, where z f 0, becomes empty, it has to 
wait i QS-advances before it can be discarded. If this blocking 
effect is removed, both storage overhead and query obsoles- 
cence can be improved. Using simulation, we studied the effect 
of removing this blocking; i.e., we studied the relative fre- 
quency with which the snapshot is triggered by a QL, becom- 
ing empty. Two different query arrival rates, Aq = 0.4 and 0.05, 
are shown in Fig. 18. From the shape of the bar charts in 
Fig. 18, this blocking effect can have a sigruficant impact on the 
system performance, especially if the query arrival rate is low. 
In other words, if allowed, a substantial number of snapshots 
can be advanced much earlier, resulting in a reduction in both 
average storage cost and query obsolescence. 

obsolescence is to use the arrival-trig 
a QS-advance is triggered upon a query arrival if there is 
some empty QL,. A generalization of the arrival-triggered 
approach is to have at least K queries access each QS; that 
is, a snapshot advance is triggered only when there have 
been at least K queries accessing QS,, and there is some 
empty QL, upon a query arrival. We examined three differ- 
ent values of K: 1, 2, and 3, and found that there is no dif- 
ference between them when the query arrival rate Aq is 0.2 
and only a small difference when Ay is 0 05. A s  a result, in 
the following studies, we chose K = 1. 

Figs. 19 and 20 show the imp different strategies on 
the average storage cost and qu olescence for the case 
with skewed access, Figs. 21 and 22 for the hot set, and Figs. 
23 and 24 for the cold set, respectively. Three different strate- 
gies were compared: completion-triggered with and without 
blocking, and arrival-triggered. From these figures, it is seen 
that by removing the blocking effect, both the a 
age overhead and query obsolescence are impro 
dition, there is little difference between the completion- 
triggered strategy with the blocking effect removed and the 
arrival-triggered strategy. This is so, in part, because the de- 
fault query arrival rate n, (0.2) is high enough such that there 
is always a query arrival soon after any QL, becomes empty. 

Another approach which can furth 
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Fig. 19. Effect of QS-advance strategies on storage overhead for the 
overall database (QLO: with blocking, QLi: without blocking). 
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Fig. 20. Effect of QS-advancing strategies on query obsolescence for 
the overall database. 
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Fig. 22. Effect of QS-advancing strategies on query obsolescence for 
the hot set. 
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Fig. 23. Effect of QS-advancing strategies on storage overhead for the 
cold set. 
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For the cases with high transaction update rates (as in the hot 
set), as demonstrated in Figs. 21 and 22, even though the ob- 
solescence is generally decreased when M increases, such a 
reduction is at the cost of a substantial increase in the amount 
of storage cost. However, for the cases with skewed access 
and low transaction update rates, as demonstrated in Figs. 
19,20,23, and 24, with a slight increase in the number of QSs 
beyond 2, query obsolescence can be substantially reduced 

A I  

while the storage overhead increases only slightly or even . - 

Fig. 24. Effect of QS-advancing strategies on query obsolescence for 
the cold set. 

decreases as in Fig. 23. When transaction update rates are 
very low (as in the cold set), as shown in Figs. 23 and 24, the 
query obsolescence can \be reduced to almost zero without 
increasing the storage ovkrhead. 

In Fig. 23, when transactrion update rates are very small, 
the storage overhead decreases as the number of QSs in- 
creases. This is due to the fact that with very low update 
rates, there is, with high probability, at most one update to a 
page within a snapshot interval. As the number of QSs in- 
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Fig. 25. Effect of query length distribution on storage cost for the overall 
database (E. exponential, U: uniform, C constant). 
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Fig. 26. Effect of query length distribution on query obsolescence for 
the overall database. 
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Fig. 27. Effect of query length distribution on storage cost for the hot set. 

creases, the average snapshot length decreases, thus de- 
creasing the average length of time that a given version of the 
page exists. (The possibility of a decrease in the storage over- 
head with an increase in the number of QSs was independ- 
ently shown in [29] .) 

4.2.4 The Effect of Query Length 
So far, we have studied the perf 
that the distribution of query exe 
whose coefficient of variation 

variation of a random variable X, denoted b defined 
as ox&, where O, is the standard deviation and F is the 
mean.) Here we also examine the effect of blocking and the 
trade-offs between storage cost and obsolescence of DFV 
using other query length distributions with the same mean 
but different coefficients of variation. 

First, we studied the effects of query length distributions 
with C, < 1. Figs. 25 and 26 show the average storage cost 
and obsolescence for the overall database (with skewed ac- 
cess), Figs. 27 and 28 for the hot set, and Figs. 29 and 30 for 
the cold set, respectively. Two distributions with C, < 1, 
along with the exponential one, are shown in these figures: a 
uniform distribution with C ,  = l/& and a constant distri- 
bution with C, = 0. In the case of uniform distribution, the 
query length is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2/p 
seconds, where 1 / p  is the mean query execution tim 
the exponential distribution. In the case of constant 
tion, every query is serviced for l /p  seconds. As the coeffi- 
cient of variation decreases from 1 to 0, the storage cost and 
obsolescence decrease (see Figs. 25 and 26); the amount of 
reduction in obsolescence also decreases when the number of 
snapshots is increased from two to four (see Figs. 26/28, and 
30); and the significance of blocking effect diminishes as well 
(see Figs. 25, 27, and 29). However, the general trade-offs 
between storage cost and obsolescence observed in Section 
4.2.3 still hold true as the number of QSs increases (compare 
Figs. 27-30 with Figs. 21-24). In other words, for low update 
rates, we can still use more QSs to lower obsolescence with- 
out increasing the storage cost for the cases of query length 
distributions with CX < 1 (see Figs. 29 and 30). 

We also examined the effects of query length distribu- 
tions with C, > 1. Figs. 31 and 32 show the average storage 
cost and obsolescence for the overall databas 
34 for the hot set, and Figs. 35 and 36 for t 
spectively. Two hyperexponential distributions with pa- 
rameters (1/5, p/2,4p/3) and (1/4/ 2p/5,2p),Z respectively, 
were studied, where 1 /,LL is the mean query execution time 
used in the exponential distribution. The parameters for the 
two hyperexponential distributions were chosen such that 
their means are equal to 1 /p  and their C,s are different, 
f i  and m, respectively. From these figures, as the co- 
efficient of variation increases from l to &%, the storage 
cost and obsolescence increase steadily (see Figs. 31 and 
32); the amount of reduction in obsolescence rises when the 
number of QSs is increased from 2 to 4 (see Figs. 32,24, and 
36); and the significance of blocking effect grows as well 
(compare Fig. 31 with Fig. 25). Thus, it is more effective to 
reduce obsolescence with little increase in storage cost by 
using more QSs when C, is larger (see Figs. 35 and 36). As 

A hyperexponential random variable X with parameters (p, p1, p2) is 

ned as X = XI with probability p and X = X, with probability 1 - p, 

where XI and X, are statistically independent exponential random variables 

with rates pl  and &, respectively, where pl  # A, and X has mean 
and variance 0’ = 2 ( p / , 4  t (1 - p)/p.,) 2 2  - X x = PIPl  + (1 - P) / Iu2  

(see [22, p 1421) 
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Fig. 28. Effect of query length distribution on query obsolescence for 
the hot set. 
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Fig. 29. Effect of query length distribution on storage cost for the cold set 
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Fig. 30. Effect of query length distribution on query obsolescence for 
the cold set. 

in the case of C, < 1, the general trade-offs between obso- 
lescence and storage cost observed in Section 4.2.3 also hold 
true for query length distributions with Cx > 1 (compare 
Figs. 33-36 with Figs. 21-24). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we first developed analytical models for DFV 
using only two snapshots. A one-moment approximation was 
derived for the length of an inter-snapshot interval. The proc- 
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Fig. 31. Storage cost for the overall database (E: exponential, HEI: 

hyperexponential with ‘G = , HE2: hyperexponential with 
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Fig. 32. Query obsolescence for the overall database. 
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Fig. 33. Storage cost for the hot set. 

ess of snapshot advances was then modeled approximately as 
a renewal process, and formulae were derived for the mean 
storage cost, mean obsolescence and the mean number of up- 
dates missed by a query. Closed-form asymptotic results were 
also given for these performance measures when the query 
arrival rates are high. Then, to generalize to more than two 
snapshots, we used a two-moment approximation for the in- 
ter-snapshot lengths and derived a set of recurrence relations 
for the two moments. A fixed point approach was used to de- 
duce the values of the moments, and the query snapshot ad- 
vance process was again treated as a renewal process to derive 
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Fig 34. Query obsolescence for the hot set. 
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Fig 35. Storage cost for the cold set. 
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the values of the performance metrics. Simulation was used to 
validate the analytical results and to examme the trade-off 
among different strategies for advancing query snapshots 
when more than two snapshots are used. Dlfferent comple- 
tion-triggered, with and without blocking effect, and arrival- 
triggered strategies were studied. 

The results show that 
1) the analytical models match closely with simulation. 

The accuracy of the approximations made in the so- 
lutions of the analytical models was extensively vah- 
dated by simulation. 

2) Both the storage overhead and obsolescence are sen- 
sitive to the QS-advancing strategies, especially for 
M > 2 QSs. By removing the blocking effect, both the 

average storage overhead and query obsolescence are 
reduced. We also showed that the mean value of A, 
the time interval for system-scheduled snapshot ad- 
vances, has an impact on the system performance, 
while the distribution of A does not. 

3) Generally speaking, increasing the number of QSs 
demonstrates a trade-off between storage overhead 
and query obsolescence. For high update rates, even 
though increasing the number of QSs beyond 2 reduces 
the obsolescence, the storage overhead can increase 
substantially. However, for cases with skewed access 
or low update rates, a moderate increase in the number 
of QSs beyond 2 can substantially reduce the obsoles- 
cence, while the storage overhead may increase only 
slightly, or even decrease in some cases. For very low 
update rates, a large number of QSs can be used to re- 
duce the obsolescence to almost zero without increas- 
ing the storage overhead. These observations hold true 
regardless of the query length distribution, i.e., 
whether its coefficient of variation is smaller than, 
equal to or larger than 1. 

4) As the coefficient of variation of the query length dis- 
tribution increases, the storage cost, the query obsoles- 
cence, and the effect of blocking all increase as well. 
However, increasing the number of snapshots reduces 
obsolescence more sharply, while the storage costs in- 
crease only slightly. 
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